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Count along with Thomas the Tank Engine as he chugs around the Island of Sodor. This companion

to the perennial classic Thomas' ABC Book teaches numbers to train-obsessed little boys and girls

ages 3-7 as only Thomas & Friends can.
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I bought this for my grandsons and my daughter in law said they love them. Thomas the Train is my

3 yr. old grandson's favorite. He is very bright, so the 123 book will reinforce what she is already

teaching them.

My son is 3 years old and loves this book. He gets to enjoy Thomas and all his friends while also

learning to recognize numbers. I already have Thomas' ABC Book (Thomas & Friends)

(Pictureback(R)). He learned to recognize his alphabets very quickly. This is a good companion.

This is a great book for any thomas the train fan. My son loves books and he loves that his favorite

character is on the front. He's only 2 years old and knows his numbers 1-10. Im glad this book goes

all the way to 20 so he can practic 11-20.



My son can't get enough of Thomas and His Friends. Even thought he has lot of Thomas books, he

loved this and carries this everywhere in his backpack. The pictures are very nice and is a good

quality book.

My toddler is a big Thomas & Friends fan. With this book, I am able to keep his attention and he

seems to be interested in learning numbers with Thomas. He now knows to count from 1 to 20

thanks to this wonderful book!We also purchased Thomas ABC book, which also helps him learn

his alphabet!

I love how this book is not only a thomas book but also teaches my son his number! Teaching him

his numbers with his favorite character is amazing because he seems so much more interested in

learning his numbers now! Not only that, this book is a great addition to the rest of his thomas the

train collection that we have going on! I love reading this to him not only during the day, but this also

makes for a great night time read at bed!!!

Very cute book! My 2 year old loves Thomas and this book features a different train and number on

every page, he loves going through it and finding all his "train friends". Pages are thin (regular

paper) so wouldn't be good for a child who can't turn pages without ripping them, but all in all it's a

great book and we really enjoy reading it.

My toddler is a Thomas fan, so he asks for this book to read and starts counting the items. The size

is great for his little hands and the only CON that I see is that the pages can get very deteriorated

with a young kid learning to pass them quickly. Otherwise, we have lots of fun counting with this

book. He's 2 years old and counts over 10 already, so this book has helped.
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